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Writing process anchor chart 2nd grade

Kancha Elia's Why Am I Not a Hindu?~~~*[Castiism is a great evil that afflicts all religious communities in India.] This evil must be fought constantly until it disappears from Indian society. Caste-based discrimination against Harrijan (planned caste) and vanabasis (tribes) has eased significantly in recent decades through law, society, reformation, education, affirmal action, industrialization and urbanization. But more needs to be done. A disturbing trend in the fight against this social evil is the emergence of hateful
Islamists, Christian missionaries, misguided and marginal/elist Dalit leaders, Marxists, Anglophile Indian elites (still burdened by whites), and the recent nexus of western Indo scholars/experts in South Asian studies. These different groups seem to have only one thing in common: Hindus and a deep hatred of Hinduism. Kancha Elia's book Why I Am Not Hindu is a show of this disturbing trend. Since the book was published, Elia has been a celebrity of various Christian missionaries, Muslims, Indian Marxists and other
Hindu groups. The title is ostensibly trying to put the book in a league of texts such as Ibn Warak's Why I'm Not a Muslim (New York: Prometheus Books, 1995) and Bertrand Russell's Why I'm Not a Christian. But Elia's book differs from the un disguised hatred of the targeted community (Hindus), its crudeness, its general lack of scholarship and academic strictness, its abundance of cheap rhetoric, its distortion of facts and, finally, the author's complete lack of understanding of religion. Surprisingly(?), the book seems to
be very popular in American and European universities. In various internet discussion lists, scholars such as Lyse McKean, Linda Hess and Eliza Kent routinely recommend it as a reading of hindu referral levels! It is understandable to include this hateful negative text in an introductory course on Hinduism and India by professors at schools such as Columbia University (often the extraction of Indian Marxism), which is simply baffling and disturbing. We will never include Warak texts in Russell's classics of elementary
school courses on Islam or introductory courses on Christianity. Even with advanced courses on Hinduism, these learned professors should be able to find something more academic rather than relying on hateful paths. The exceptions made in the case of Hinduism by scholars are reminiscent of german tendencies in the early 1900s, when Jewish bashing was very fashionable in universities. WhatIt is well known for this academic hatred (combined with other factors) in Hitler's Germany. Asymmetric and prejudiced
treatment reserved for Hinduism should be seen in the context of discussions on Hinduism on academic internet forums and academic South Asian Studies /Indology conferences. The scholar's spin doctor has a terrible pleasure in branding various aspects of Hindu dharma as Hindutva, from which anything goes. Often, fig leaves of the academic distinction between Hindutova and Hinduism are also discarded, and Hindu dharma is bashed with pity. Even this book is titled Why I Am Not Hindu, but the subtitle reads
Sudora critique of Hindutva. The cause of this academic hatred of Hindus by scholars has merit in another study and cannot be addressed in detail here. Elia's claim to fame (or reputation hindus might see it), namely the book Why I'm Not a Hindu, was initially written in four parts by Sri M.V.R. Sastri, editor of Andra Boomi, a leading Telug newsmagine. The Telug text was then translated into English by Sri K. Satya Deva Prasad and published in two parts: Elia's Howler - Me and II in Ezin 'Bhalatiya Pragna' (September
2000, Volume 2, 9, Volume 2, 10 and 10, 2010). These articles have long disappeared from the Internet. We got the same copies and are now reproducing them for wider spread. We have slightly changed the style of the aforementioned English version to make it easier to understand. Formatting changes are built in simply to make the article look fun to the eye. There has been no significant change in the content of the criticism. – Bharatovani Team, July 8, 2003]
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Why is that? Because a huge amount of literature has been composed in Telgue, for example, over the past thousand years in various forms such as short stories, novels, poetry, and social criticism. India has more than a tally of languages in such a major region. Taken together, the number of all books produced in English, Hindi and regional languages is in the thousands. Picking up just five of that pile of books is a highly learned and well-informed job of vertigo. But such a difficult task was done in a bit by the Delhi-
based English-language daily Pioneer. The list of five great books runs in this way: * The Disappearance of caste by Dr. B. Aumbedkar* Namdev's Gopita* Murkraj Anand's Untouchables * Joshua's Gabiram (Bats) * Cancha Elia's Why I'm Not Hindu, so the first four books were written and published a few years ago, but Elia's book is a very new entrant to the market. It has created its own kind of sensation since its first publication. The English original has been translated into Telug, Kannada and Tamil. People are
naturally interested in what this great book of the millennium has to offer its readers. Aside from being trumpeted as a millennium book, the author seems pretty sure about the greatness of his book even before entering the market! My date of birth may matter little to the country, but the publication date of this book is very important. I have confidence that it will affect the march of history. The pro declaration reflects the spiritual immaturity of the author. The learned author lets us know that his magnum ops are prescribed
as texts at many universities in various countries. That historians, social scientists, political theorists, economists, philosophers and all experts are eagerly reading it! How exciting! But is india's description virtually presented by Elia? This is a mute question. So far, hundreds of books have come out dealing with Dalits, Buffjeans, vulnerable parts of society, their plight in society, and more. Of these, many are punished by people who actually belong to the suffering of society, the disabled. But it is, in his own estimation,
apparently his so-called personal experience in that class that put Elia. According to his detailed self-description, Elia is not only born in the back-facing curvy caste of the re-facing village of Telangana, but also has the distinction of actually raising sheep at a young age. He notes at length how meticulously he learned the complexity of castecraft and its language. Of esoteric techniques to distinguish various sheep like Boli Gore, Pula Gore and Nara Gore. of diseases attacking sheep; of rustic herbal combinations used to
cure diseases; of hot iron applications in the case of partry drugs failing; of the task of halfway through the birth of sheep. Tends to young and adult sheep. Best of all, expertise in shearing wool without hurting sheep. This is a source of caste-based knowledge and experience gained by a thousand-year author. In addition to sheep breeding, he earned a Ph.D. in academic research and became an associate professor of political science at the University of Osmania with knowledge and academic knowledge.He analyzed
his childhood experiences and used them in formulating the theories and perceptions of his Dalit Buffjan. The education that Elia had gained would have used it to analyze, clarify, and correct the ideas he had gained as a child through mere hears. Also, the Dalit Bahjan cause would have loved him very much in his heart. But that wasn't the case. What really happened in Elia's case is completely different. He never confirmed what he saw and heard as a child in later years with his immature inchoate abilities. He never
seemed to consult a valuable source before making toxic remarks about Brahminism and brahmin lifestyle. The slightest hint that he did fair and systematic research on Brahmin is not a few, but a sketch. It is the so-called talk with one or two of his colleagues that knows Brahmins and his knowledge of Brahminism. And these colleagues, according to his own admission, are feminists well known for their pathological hatred of everything related to hindu traditions, despite their own Brahminikal birth. In his childhood, certain
things were clear, and some were not (as Ilia herself admits). But he didn't mind understanding them, even in his enlightened years. Now hear a certain truth on the right from the horse's mouth: (Note: The following quote is from the Telgu version quoted in the article M.V.R. Sastri, not just in English. Many passages in the Telgue version do not happen in English - translation) The social structure that I was first conscious of the world around me was the social structure of the round. All my playmates, friends and, of course,
relatives belonged to the Curring Caste. Occasionally, the circle of friendship spread to the Boys of Goudaa and Karp. We met all the caste lads except Bapana (Brahmins) and Komati (Baniya/Vaisha) castes in meadows, hedges and fields. However, there was no opportunity to peek into the life and work of the young people of Ba'apana and Komati (p.4) No effort was made on Elia's part afterwards. The elders of Maadiga hear children not learn to make footwear and hide beating drums that are not worthy of caste. But in
any way and in what words Bapanas and Komatis show anger and love for their children, but they are not known to us. (p.6) What the Rapana and Komati girls learn at home is beyond our guesses. (p.8) Despite this self-confession about his ignorance of Brahmin and Vaisha's lifestyle, Elia lets his imagination go to Berserk. How do the young people of Bapana and Komati learn about human and sexual relationships? Perhaps they get the chance to interact with their boys and girls while going to the temple and running
puja. In fact, in our youth,We didn't know about the social aspects of those families. (p.9) We know nothing about the kind of words used by the children of Ba'apana, Komati and Kshatriya while learning to form mutual social relationships within the Hindu fold. I only came to know later in life that brahmin children are never sent to the fields, tend to be cows, don't ask to take care of the harvest, they are sent to school while they are quite young. I didn't know that I didn't like mud, soil, cows, cows, sheep, cows, etc. (p.13-14)
He doesn't know reality, but still attributes (or therefore) sinister motives. What Elia declares as a hate target for the caste above is actually an icon of worship for the latter. Anam and food and crops are worshipped as farabrah man (the highest form of God). Food-giving mud is one of the five primitive elements (Pritvi) worshipped. It is considered sacred not to talk about the mother cow itself, even the urine and the duri of cows. Bulls are worshipped as the mountain of the god Shiva. But Elia's wisdom sees hatred all the
way! He has no known what is happening with those families, their customs, their practices. But he asserts authority over how disgusting the caste lifestyle above is! It was not known to me until my Bawapana companions told me that the fathers of the traditional Ba'apana household had never physically touched their children. (p.14) This is also unheard of for Brahmins. If Elia is right, every Brahmin child in every Brahmin household in India needs to go to the police station and book the case under the Untouchableity
crime! and we all want to know which planet Elia's Bapana companions belong to! Now, much of Ilia's wisdom: Parenting is a burden on my wife. So think of the men in the Ba'apana household. Does the father of the so-called Upper Caste help in the kitchen while the mother takes care of the child? The kitchen is also a dirty place where he should not enter. But the food cooked in that kitchen is godly! (p.14) The only master Elia has been able to solve the mystery of this dialecty in the past thousand years! I was disgusted
when I heard that the widows of the Bawapana household should not lie on the bed, always shaving their heads, wearing white robes and generally not interacting with people. (p.15) When I learned that a Hindu wife burns in her husband's pire, I also felt disgust. (p.26) When did he keep these habits?Widow he comes across on his college campus or on the road. He didn't bother to see if these habits were still in general practice. As for the details of Ilia's Pearl of Wisdom, The children of Ba'apana very easily pick up the
indanity of the Hindu religion. They are taught that the people who love and work in the soil are sub-human beings. Meat-eating people are mean. In giving these toxic ideas, Brahmin's mother also plays a big role alongside her father teacher, who teaches vedas. The more their children are prevented from loving the soil and the people. During the day, and day by day, Brahmin women spare no effort in molding their children into beasts in their later years (p.17) In Hindu families, open discussions about sexual experiences
are completely out of place. Mothers can never discuss their sex lives with their daughters (p.17) Brahmin women couldn't write books. Why does a goddess who learns herself remain unsymed? (p.94) Vishnu reclining on a snake is an example of his inhumanity. Goddess Lakshmi has a full hand in the plot hatched by Vishnu against Dalit Bahuzian. If Dalit Bahuzian individuals gain wealth or defy the caste system, the goddess Lakshmi spies them and informs Vishnu. After that, Vishnu kills them with his Vishnu chakra
(disc). (p.96) Shiva and Parvati are probably Gilijan. However, Parvati also worked against Dalit Bahjan in parallel with Lakshmi and Saraswati (p. 98) Numerous Brahmins, along with Sita, Lama, and Lakshmana, overteached and deprived the Republic of Adivasi and the independent Kingdom of Bahjan. They killed Tataka and took her kingdom. They also murdered Sambuca and occupied his kingdom. (p.107) What a profound puranic wisdom. The goddess Saraswati is unable to read or write. Sri Krishna stole Geeta;
Sita went to the woods with adolescent llamas even before marriage, occupied the kingdom of Tataka, and after marriage, Shambuka was killed and occupied his kingdom (of poor huts! well, beyond the capacity of the gods what to say about our dead to counter these charges of murder and trespassing surrounded by Elia! It explains this kind of fantasies that the author of Venugopala Satakham (verse 100 of Venugopara) said, Ramada Catarella Merlunganiya, Katama Rajuk Karnudde. Claiming to show off ramayana
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knowledge, knowledge like Ilya declares that Ramayana is about the story of Karna's defeat at the hands of Katama Raja. Who's guess what the Mahabharata carna has to do with 14th-century Nerole King Catama Raja? Can tolerate Elia because of his ignorance of Hindu gods and hindu dharma and Hindu complexityLiterature. We can also tolerate the hateful, illogical and dissoctive rant against Hinduism without doing the least work in the home. For many Savants, the respectful study of the life of Hindu Dharma is not
enough to fully grasp its complexity, to talk about half-hearted, hateful pseudo-scholars like Kancha Elia! Find out at some length. See a quote from this story from his article on April 30, 2000 - Hindu mythology is not ironic that it has constructed images of gods like Kṛṣṇa that rob butter and steal women's clothes - even when they were bathing. All other Hindu gods are built as monogamous Sativuratas (one-wife worshippers), but Krishna was shown to indulge in postmodernist sexual. His grouse is if the other gods were
considered to have one wife (here, the word he uses to refer to one wife and husband is sativrata, a tragedy in the actual expression Eka Patnivrata). So much for his knowledge of Hindu idioms), why should Krishna be portrayed as Casanova? Sri Krishna may feel happy that Elia is sitting with him. The Lords of the three worlds will no doubt be fascinated by finding Sally Glover, also for all the insults he encountered at the hands of evil Hindu Brahmina demons, for finding supporters in Kanche Elia to challenge the
mountain injustices that Hindu devotees have done in treating him as a butter stealer! Some are also well known to have multiple wives. They will certainly dance with ecstasy for giving a clean chit by Master Ilia, who claims even more - For now, Brahmin Punditz is in terrible turmoil as men and women in the RSS refram the image of Krishna as an anti-Hindu god and shout slogans like Jai Srikrishna. Nationalist Brahminism, who did not know the possibility of such a situation, declared Krishna as the author of Geeta and
was declared to be a Hindu text. That's it! When people on the RSS shouted Jai Sriram, Larue confronted them with the slogan Jai Srikrishna. This led Brahmin Punditz to the fix. Not foreseeing such a twist to the event, Yore's nationalist Brahmindom declared Kṛṣṇa as the author of Geeta. Now found in larue's camp, Brahmins has fallen into a trap. So is Elia's graceful fantasies. What would be so damaging if Elia's dream parted and Larue held up slogans praising Sri Krishna, Jaggadgur and Jaggannata? Let him also
get some religious merit. What kind of losses does Hindutova suffer? If Laru Prasad Yadav praises Lord Krishna, why should Hindus be embarrassed or at least feel the happiness of all the Hindu gods faced with the bricks of Elia?B.C treated as a book and throw away the book! On the contrary, his Telg version of Why I am not a Hindu, so the author does not take kindly to Kṛṣṇa. Elia phammels the image of Sri Krishna in his own inexplicable Simpleton fashion! Who is Kṛṣṇa? Why did Brahmin create such a God? It is
the same Kṛṣṇa that is said to have created the most brahminical text of the Bhagavad-gītah. How did Yadaba write Geeta at a time when Sudras did not have the right to an education? How did the Yadava writers not provide a social space for Yadava himself and leave other Dalit Bahjans alone? (English pages 82 and 83; Telu version P. 101) How can Yadaba write Bhagavad-gītah when the likes of Kancha Elia could not benefit from modern education without having a degree or PhD? This is a powerful question posed
by Master Elia. At both events - whether the answer is yes or no, Krishna, and Hindus stand with him, convicted. To put Elia's lawsuit in a word, if Yadaba tells B.C. that he cannot write such a profound work at such an unfavorable time, he should acknowledge that Kṛṣṇa is not Yadaba. On the other hand, if Kṛṣṇa chooses to side with Larue and Elia and declares that he belongs to the Yadaba community, he should also acknowledge that he did not write Geeta. But if he says he's not Yadaba, he stands with conviction for
showing a fake caste certificate. In any case, he faces belief at the hands of our grand interrogator, Elia. Here, he spells out Krishnabara's real purpose - Brahmins needs to project who can rebuild the consent system to contain the Yadaba rebellion. Brahmins created an image of a person born and raised among Yadava herself. They were born in the Kshatriya family and developed a strategy to create Kṛṣṇa, who grew up in the Yadaba family. Young Kṛṣṇa grows up in yadaba culture, but political Kṛṣṇa does not identify
himself with Yadaba culture. There is no case to stand by Dalit Bakhjan. It didn't matter if his beloved was Yadaba Rada or if the other gopikas were Yadavas. All his legal wives were kushatriya women. (p.84-85 Eng. (P.103 Telg). And our great researchers unearth the absolute secular truth that Kṛṣṇa in the Mahabharata imitated Kautiya in the Maurya era!– all Katuriyan statecraft were exhibited by Kṛṣṇa on the battlefield (P.86 Eng; P.103 phone). There is no better way to get Indian history on its head! With Ilia's rich
imagination, what is possible. He details the same esoteric truth in an April 30 article in the following line: - Krishna came to be accepted as a Mahabarat hero because it was time to need the hero it hadIn order to protect the interests of Brahmism, the qualities of Kawtiya and Vassayana Thus, according to our Ace Akademishan, in the era of the Mahabharata, heroes were needed that combined the spirits of Kawtiya and Vassayana. So the Brahmin nationalists of that era (?) Accepted Kṛṣṇa as a hero! For what period of
time did Katuria and Vassayana belong? This is the history of lunatics that our professors dooze. By the way, Ilia also mangles and mutates Alchasastra to push it with the services of his Dalit Bahujan cause. He added, Just as fish live in the water, brahmin is in and around the state treasury. So much so that no one can detect how the fish swallow water. So no one doubts the amount of money Brahmin swallows! What he actually said in Altasastra is this - it is also impossible to detect when the authorities of Machaya
Yatanta Salil Charant Junatum na Sakarar Salillam Pivantata Yuktatasahaa Kalyavidon Niyukata Yunatam na Sakia da Dana state authorities swallow public money. So what Kautilya said about the wrong national function is stuck straight to Brahmins! It's a sleight of hand! The battle was between the minority Pandavas (Bramin, Kshatriya and Vaishas have always been a minority, with 15% of the population) and the majority of Kauravas. The 100 Kauravas stood up to Brahminikar Dharma and represented Dalit Bahjan,
while the five Pandavas represented the Brahminikar minority. Kṛṣṇa stands on the side of the minority in the fight for the land (and for the kingdom). The vast majority did not feel like dinging up the land they got through sweat and blood. Finally, Kṛṣṇa resorts to violence. After defeating the majority in the land struggle, Geeta was used to create a much stronger consent system to prevent a serious revolt from Dalit Bahjan's social foundations. Whenever such attempts were made by Yadavas or other Dalit forces, Kṛṣṇa
geetas were effectively used to manipulate and submit them. (p.85 and 86.en; p.105 phone). This rambling interpretation of The Ma harbour rat will certainly find avid readers of the classic Dumb Strike! What makes Kauraba Dalit Bakhjan struggling to get land? (excluding fraud and misrepresenting).) The majority are reluctant to separate the possibility of another rebellion from the Dalit Bahjan camp (how many times?). What does Gita have to do with all of this? What kind of betrayal and immoral has Kṛṣṇa committed?
By almost all those who knew the epic that it was a feud between two groups of cousins spurred on by jealousy and greed over the kingdom. Now Elia's prophecical perception tells him that it is a feud between AC and BC! Read it in his own words: All gods and goddesses are institutionalized, modified and contextualized in the most audaced anti-Dalit barjan mode. All Hindu gods were against Dalit Bahjan. Religion, from its very beginning, has a fascist nature. Brahminikar forces instigate their gods to suppress the Dalit
Bahjan rebellion. (p.92 phone; p.72 Eng.) Pray and tell us which God suppressed which rebellion. Which God opposed Dalits? When did Hinduism, which always respected all paths to God, assume the fascist nature? What is fascism and how does it have to do with Hinduism? What does Elia mean when Hinduism says it creates sheepish gods in wolf clothes? Indola is the head of Brahminical Gods. Therefore, he is called Devatideva (P.93 phone) Cross Deba and Atideba and you will get the compound word
Devatideva. But you can't find such a Mongler word. In fact, you don't have to be afraid of misspelling or misusing words. Elia and anything is fair when used only against Hindus and Hinduism. Perhaps Elia thought that Devatideva was the correct form of devadohidova. Perhaps Indra committed or enslaved a number of Dalit Bahjan women. Hindu Prana is why we would portray him as a greedy person (P.93 Tel. Brahma is painted in four books, sometimes with eight hands. Brahma, the God of Wisdom, always has
weapons to give them to Dalit Bahjan's enemies. (p.93 Tel. Is Saraswati, the so-called goddess of learning,?... educated? Not even Saraswati wrote because of the ban Brahmins imposed on women's learning. Brahmin's daily menu consists of at least 12 curries Brahmin and Baniya remain lazy gourmets, while parents struggle to make food and give food to others, but go without food on their own. Brahmin Baniya's young people are nymcomp-eaters, but our young people contribute to the country's economic
development. (p.28 Tel.) They looked to us like young pythons with soft bodies who grew up in a venomous Hindu culture (p.18) Baniya, his huge belly, the loose flesh looks very ugly. The thread of the upper body, the ash of the forehead completes the appearance. Hindu priests earn without fear of sin through free dole, while Hindu banyas earn without fear of sin through trade. (p.42 phone) If Brahmin invested anything, it's just a chant of the mantra. RightI know how afraid Brahmin is. Brahmin's craving for food also
confirms it. (p. 141 Tel. They are almost lazy, so Brahmins can recall 64 poses of mating. (p.46 phone) When Brahmin dies with a desire to enjoy eternal happiness in heaven, his wife needs to follow him. She must Satty. If she survives, she could live with Sudla or Chandara. So her death will solve the problem forever. (p.122 Tel. Brahmin's death is very different from Dalit Bahjan's. The former's death is associated with the movement of planets and stars. No one should express sorrow at his death. Members of his
household should never cry openly. They are allowed to cry quietly. (p.124 Tel. Brahmin's life is not a community of life. It is not so to death. It is one person's food craving forever. (p.125 Tel. Perhaps Brahmin invented the practice of cremating the ancient dead. Because Hindus slaughtered thousands of Dalit Bahujans who revolted against Brahmin's hegemony. To destroy evidence of its atrocities, the practice of cremation was convenient. (p.132 Tel. There is no custom of taking pictures during Dalit Barjan. Credit for
preventing them from defending their past goes to Brahmins. The old Brahmin never allowed Dalit Bahujan to preserve the past in pics (p.132 Tel. Therefore, Kancha Ilia relies on heresy on lifestyle, habits, eating habits and social family routines. Gap fills the rest with his own imagination, never mind to see what he heard or imagined. His fellow Buffjeans also blame the caste on for not getting pictures or depictions. Parade his illogical, unfounded, meaningless picture of society as the most authentic and authoritative.
Writing like this can be a college teacher to say the least. The Isle of Elia is not limited only to the social customs and practices of the Upper Classes of Hinduism. It has also involved their gods, sacred beliefs and emotions. But how genuine is his critique? The priest has the newlywed Dalit Bahjan couple utter the words Artecha, Kamecha and Darmecha. Not only are these errable to married couples, they also do not apply to their lives. Alta, Kama and Moksha are intertwined with the forces of nature for Dalit Bahjan.
Kama is not simply an act of satisfying the desires of the body (p. 35 Tel. A couple in Banya are initially started when they hear that the priest of Brahmin is talking about carmecha, not only a couple of Dalit Bahujans, but even Brahmin. Dalit Bahjan couple learn a lot about Carmecha from parents, relatives and friends. (p. 44 Tel. This discourse by Elia at the four ends of human life shows profound ignorance coupled with superlative self-righteousness. AClarifying things will be clear. In a Hindu marriage, the bride's father
tells the groom: Darmecha, Artecha, Carmecha, Twaisha Naati Charitavya, which means that in the matter of dharma, alta, kerma (desire), you should not be unjust to her. In reply, the groom says: Naati Chalami (I do not violate). As we say Dharma and Alta and Kaama in English, we say Darmecha, Artecha, Carmecha (with 'cha'=) in Sanskrit. Kamecha means kama (kaama). Elia, on the other hand, twists the carmecha into a kamecha, with an emphasis on cha, which means desire (or more precisely sexual desire).
Therefore, Kama + Cha is understood by Ilia as Kama + Icha, after which he bubbles in his mouth with an evil priest! Elia twists not only words, but also images of unschedulating Hindu gods! In this, he does his own brand of creation of rivals (Prati Slasti), threatening Brahma's position! Given a picture of a Hindu god with eight hands, the following description reads: Are the eight hands with Brahma's weapons aiming at us? But if you dare to differ from the professors we learned, you are at grave risk of being branded as
fascists, wise, Hindu Brahmin agents and stooges, etc.! According to Elia is part of the hardships of hindu gods: Hindu gods became heroes by fighting wars. In fact, the Hindu religion is steeped in violence every step of the way. Such violence is at least not seen in the Dalit Bahjan gods of southern India. You can't single out one story where violence forms a major theme. The Pocchanma, Maisamma, Marlanma, Potaraju, gods-like Mary and the goddess's pedicar life (including sex life) are totally unknown to Dalit Bahjan.
Such discussions are add-like in the context of those gods. Who is this pochanma, why do people worship her, because she protects them from disease. Perhaps she discovered that neem leaves were a cure for small pox, thereby saving people. No one knows if there is a husband in Pocanma (Telug version) Elia, pochanma, even if he doesn't know about her husband (by his own admission). Or about the lives of Maisanma and Marlanma. Whether violence is inherent in their nature. It is known to everyone who has
some general knowledge. The lives and deeds of these village gods have been known to the villagers for hundreds of years and sung by them in the form of folk art forms like Ogkata, Jamkrakata, Gorasdi and other narrative media. Here's a quick look at Pocanma's story. The goddess ParvatiHaving children. She asks Sankara. Sankara says that everyone born in Kaliyuga is their descendants and therefore there is no need for more children. But Parvati continues to say that you should have children of your own, and
therein lies the fulle of the mother's instincts. But Sankara refuses again. Meanwhile, Lakshmi and Saraswati come to Parvati to offer their own children for adoption. They turn to parvati's wealth. But Parvati rejects the offer, saying I myself should give birth to a child and raise it in seven mansions on a silver swing. She approaches Sankara again and torments him for the benefit of the child. Sankara went away to turn the wheel of creation, with plans to cajole her for the time being by giving her jasmine flowers. Parvati ate
flowers and within hours suffered from the pain of labor. She learned the truth and sent it for Sankara, who went to Parvati's parents. He seduced them for Parvati to get pregnant in his absence. Then he went to Parvati, bound her limbs and walked her in a kalleru Kayalu. They arrived at the burial site where the paias were arranged with eight sandbar carts. Shiva had Parvati lying on top of the paia and lit it up. Later, parvati's fetus in the womb speaks out: Don't cry, my mother. I am your support. Paia, on the other hand,
burned out, but there was no harm to Parvati. The child born in Cardu (crematorium on Telugu Island) was named Pochanma. Afterwards, Sankara said, My wife Parvati is in a hurry. A child born at cremation using a tree will then be called a carapochi. (Kara-Wood) the child wanted to be adult and worshipped by each and every one of them. She demands the same thing from her father and delights him. Sankara curses that Pochanma should not have sexual enjoyment. Later, she married a forest retreat. Pocanma will
be the presiding deity of Small Pox. She assumes a frightening appearance when she gets angry. She afflicts everyone in the same way - close, not so close. This is, in short, a potanma story. This is one of the many stories prevalent among the general public. As already acknowledged by him, a few like Elia may not know much about Pochanma's private (sexual) life, most of those who adore her knew all these facts of her life. Moreover, she does not attribute her popularity to the imaginary role attributed to her by Elia,
namely the role of a naïve doctor who may have invented a cure for little Pox. At least ordinary people who adore her do not do so for what the likes of Elia imagine. Hindu gods and Dalit gods remain hostile overnight, as the great Elia said so. Even if the origins of the Dalit gods are cut with hindu, bramanic and planic gods, Elia may deny it. As shown in the story of Pochamma, the main Hindu gods Shiva and Parvati are the parents of the so-called Dalit Bahjan god Pochamma.Only to her, they are parents of Elamma and
Poleranma too. Elamma's story looks like this: Once Sanmurtis (Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva) began with a world tour. Parvati wanted to accompany them. So she was taken to the cart. After covering a certain distance, sweat appeared on Shiva's face. A drop of sweat fell on earth on the termite mound. It was swallowed by a snake on the mound and gave birth to a girl. Unaware of this, the gods went their way. On the way back, Parvati heard the girl's cries and wanted to lift her up. At Parvati's request, Shiva dropped hair
locks to help the child crawl, but the naughty kid started swinging on the mound with Shiva's hair. Shiva felt pain and told her to come out. She refused to ask that water, goats, rice, fruit and much other food were needed. To satisfy her, Vishnu took on the form of Poturaju, Shiva as Baindra, Brahma as Kinara, Parvati, Lakshmi, Saraswati, Arundhati and Muttaidvas and demanding Erle Amma (mom) from the girl. She came out and then called as Elamma. Because of her origins and close relationship with hindu gods,
should we consider Elamma as a Hindu god, or let us consider it hostile to Hindus simply because Elia said so? Parvati and Parameswara are married to Rishi Jamadany in year 12. Parasrama was born between Jamadany and Elamma. In the past, Elamma and Renuca were immersed in seeing Gandarvas passing by and displaying her temptations. Jamadany orders Parasrama to cut down his mother. A Maadiga woman hugs and cries as she knows about the plight of Renuca and Elamma. Parasrama cuts both.
Satisfied with Parasrama's obedience, Jamadany benefits. Parasrama seeks his mother's life. Jamadany adds his head to the trunk to his son and sprinkles him with sacred water. In his hurry, Parasrama participates in the wrong trunk on his mother's head. Both dead women are alive, one with Brahmin trunks and Maadiga's head with an elamma, and the other with Brahmin's head and Marlamma's torso. Poreranma is another village god born of shiva sweat. She takes revenge on Platapaloodra in the most horrific way
by spreading the epidemic and killing people. Another god called Ancumma is believed to be the mother of the Three Murtis. The origins and lives of almost all these gods are filled with violence, bloodshed, spite, etc. But Elia says of them: The man who encourages killing is not God. He is the devil. Pochanma, Kattamaisamma, did not dinge by killing anyone. They became gods because they protected us from disease and hunger. (p. 27 Tel. In the Dalit Bahjan tradition, I don't see any story of achieving violence. That the
Dalit Bahjan gods are a symbol of a production-oriented culturehappened to the communists. They did not know that Kattamaysamma invented the construction of tanks. Pochanma invented herbal medicine for all diseases. They had no intention of knowing, and they did not intend to know (p. 79 Tel. Other than trying to divide modern society and turn dalitbakhryans against the rest of society, Elia has worked hard to divide the gods into Dalit and Hindu ranks. He also tried to present hindu gods as carrying weapons to
slaughter Dalits and Sudla, despite the absence of iota of evidence in its support. He tried to portray The Dalit God as a peaceful, non-aggressive benefactor in the form of a tank builder or herbal healer. By the way, he may recommend a professor position to Poturaju! I didn't know, I didn't try to know, I didn't mean to know, Elia said. Had he had the slightest sense of being informed before abusing people he disliked, he would not have considered the palm information he got from his fellow shepherd-raised friends as a
child as an encyclopedia. He would have tried to better make himself known through people who really knew about the Dalit Bahjan gods. For Brahma, Shiva and Vishnu. Parvati and others are brahminical gods, and then they are not the mother ankammas of Sanmurtis, Ellamma and Poreranma born to Shiva and Parvati, and not all Hindus worship these latter class gods with equal respect? It may have removed the thick veil of ignorant prejudice that blinds him. If Elia had not worked under chronic Brahmin phobia, he
would have opened his eyes and ears to a Christian missionary he liked very much. If he had tried, he would have got a copy of the book named Gods of the Village of South India. Even the most troubling persuasion in that book, it was published in 1916, at least three to 40 years before his birth, so it may have convinced him that it was not deliberately written to misunderstand the great Elia. He may also have noticed that by studying in detail the gods, festivals, fairs, sacrifices and other customs of Hindu villages, it was
created by the Rev. Henry Whitehead, a formidable credential, bishop of Madras who roamed all over Southern India with the sole purpose of converting Hindus to Christianity. The book may have provided a mine of genuine information because it does not come from Hindu agents. The book explains on its 119 pages an interesting account of the origins of the practice of sacrificing his buffaloes to the village gods. The story looks like this: in ancient times, the story was executed and the eastern village was home to
Karnam, the village accountant. He was out of the eye and had only one daughter. A Vedic-savvy paria came to the village disguised as Brahmin. The village elders were deceived and provoked.Blind Calum to give him his daughter in marriage, that he might succeed in Karnam's office in time. The marriage was celebrated by a Brahmin ceremony, and Karnam's daughter had a son and daughter to her paria husband. A short time later, a native of paria's own village came to the place where they lived and recognized the
paria posing as Brahmin. But seeing that he was an influential person, he said nothing to the villagers, but went and told the old mother of the parity. The grandmother, her only son, went out to look for him, came to the village where he lived, and sat by the well used by the caste people. Paria happened to go there and acknowledge her mother. So he took her to a barber shop, shaved her head, took her over as Brahmin's widow, took her to his house and told his wife that she was his mother and stupid. He took strict
precautions to join her so that her speech should not betray them. One day, my wife ordered a meal made of flour, grilled with sugar and made on a long leash. During the meal, the mother forgot the injunction of silence and asked her son what the preparation was, saying it looked like an animal entrail! So she saw their act and was convinced that they belonged to a low caste and were not brahmin at all. So one day, when my husband was away, he sent his children to school, somehow drove her mother-in-law away for
several hours, set the house on fire and burned them alive. Thanks to her great merit in erasing the sins she had unintentionally committed, she reappeared in the middle of the village in the form of a god, declaring that the villagers would marry paria and make her great mistakes and ruin them all. The villagers avoided fear and hinted at mercy. She rested on their entreaties, agreed to remain in the village as a village goddess, and ordered the villagers to worship her. When she was about to be burned in the fire, she
vowed that her husband should be brought in front of her and beheaded, cut off one of his legs and put it in his mouth, put the fat on his stomach on his head and put a lyt-trump on it. Villagers seized her husband, stripped him naked, took him to a procession around the village, beheaded him in front of her and treated him for fat on his legs and stomach according to instructions. Her children then came to the scene and violently abused villagers and village officers, telling them they were the cause of their motherGod
looked at her children in favor and declared that they should always be her children and should not offer her worship without them. Assad claims to be the descendants of these children and exercises the genetic privilege of abusing villagers and village officers with their songs during the festival. After being beheaded, the husband is born again as a buffalo, and because of this, the buffalo is offered at a sacrifice to the village goddess Valanma. What lessons can be drawn from the story above may be left to Elia's
discrimination. He was born and raised in India: What do the Dalit Bahjan gods have to do with Hindus? Do Hindus worship our gods? he asked. To this, a person born on foreign lands (Reverend Whitehead) came here and did a thorough study, saying, Most of the time, the same people in towns and villages worship the village gods and the Brahmin gods. In the majority of districts, the worship of the village gods and the worship of Shiva and Vishnu go side by side. In Elia's jaundice eyes, the presence of weapons at the
hands of Brahma, Vishnu and other Hindu gods is sufficient evidence of the violent bloodthirsty nature of those gods. He imagined trembling visions of those weapons aimed straight at the Dalit Bahryas! worship contains a lot of physical repulsive things. The details of the buffalo sacrifice are horrific and, worse, witness, and the sight of Pujari parade through the streets with traces of lamb around his neck and liver wrapped around his mouth is sickly and, no doubt, there are many drunks and immorality associated with the
village festival. (Southern Indian village gods, P. 141) and again: It is a kind of offering made to local policemen and tyrannical government officials to secure his favor. The village god is nothing more than a petty local spirit that overwhelms or protects little Hamlet. Occasionally, a handful of poor villagers borrow her spite or her grumpiness to take the whole system. From a moral and religious point of view, you can only denounce it as superstition. (p. 154-155) In what foreign missionary Henry Whitehead denounced as
practice in no uncertain terms about 80 years ago, our great intellectual Cancha Elia wrote, Yellow rice to these (village) gods, card rice is not an offering. In enough years, well-supplied buffaloes are served at a sacrifice. Its blood is sprinkled around the harvest field. Once every five years,Is killed in the temple of Polyrangma, where cooked rice mixed with blood is sprinkled on every house in the village. What we eat is also eaten by our gods and goddesses. Our gods eat chicken, meat and fish and drink todi. Depending
on the scale of Elia's culture, it is sinful to provide God with card rice and yellow rice. But beheading buffaloes and goats is a credit. This is what Elia's learning taught him. In the history of this country, the date of birth of this book is more important than my date of birth, boasts Kancha Ilia in the foreword to the Telgu version. Probably. But he doesn't know his own date of birth! While the author tended to cows, teacher Rajaringham took him to school, where he registered his date of birth as October 5, 1952 based on his
granny's crude speculations - so declare the author towards the end. He doesn't know his date of birth, but he take its grave significance for granted in this ancient society! The only person to do with great authority is his teacher Rajalingam, separate from the unnamed granny. If it is true that Elia says strongly and often about the teacher's hatred of Dalit Bahujan, why would a teacher have a special interest in bringing Dalit Bahjan boys like the young Ilia to school? According to Ilia, teachers of his time said they were
reluctantly teaching Dalits. He brilliantly assumes that he belongs to the first generation of Dalits who have won modern learning. Holding slate and chalk for the first time in Dalit Bahjan's history, we stuck our heads in school studies by leaving our daily labor, he declares. (p. 21 phone) Then... Countless experiences have enriched us, from the slightest learning we learned at a single teacher school in the village to our master's degree at university. If Dalit Bahjan's mind didn't have supple adaptability, first-generation Dalit
Bahjans like us wouldn't have. (p. 83 Tel. In fact, five years have passed since we became independent by the time Elia was born. By that time, many people belonging to Dalit Bahjan in Elia were educated for several generations and occupied important positions in various fields. Poets like Joshua, politicians like Damodaram Sanjivaia, have already lit up public life as beacons for Dalits. Even Elia's own telangana, oppressed people like Dalits, barbers, washing machines and farm workers gained consciousness through
adult schools, revolted and led armed struggles against tyrannyA few years before Elia's birth. But Ilia claims that he belongs to the first generation of educated Dalits! he declares with all the confidence and enthusiasm of a re-living thing: Hinduism with brahmins has come to us for prohibited education, the spread of modern education, and the efforts of Dr. Albedkar. Until then, there were no educated classes in these castes. (p. 20) Sensible people like Elia need to know better before they can make accusations or level
charges. Before Andhra Pradesh was founded, the Telgu-speaking region was part of Madras' president. The indigenous education system that existed at the time was described alive in a book like one. Beautiful trees - 18th century indigenous Indian education, 2.1 teachers, one school and so on , these books detail information collected by British officials submitted to the British government at the time. Under the indigenous system, it becomes clear that education was not a monopoly on one caste. It was within reach of
all castes and classes of people. Teachers and students ad came from all castes. In President Madras, for example, of the total number of students, 22% were Brahmins, 10.4% Vaissias, and the rest were Sudras and other castes. Even though the number of Dalit students was much lower than the population, the number was not as low as it is made by the likes of Elia. There were both students and teachers in the scheduled caste. These facts indicate that there was some education among dalits before Ilia. But he never
cares about such truths. Elia does not respect Ambedkar's findings on the origins of the Sudras-Brahmin-Dalit relationship, but he cites Ambedkar when it suits him. We don't come across social thinkers like Avedkar for the last 3,000 years. Those who form the backbone of dalits form the root of the struggle against the old caste system, but our professors don't mind knowing what Dr. Arnvedkar talked about and wrote about caste institutions and low-caste slavery. Had Ilia known the least about Albedkar's writings on
these issues, he would not have claimed that the llama was an Aryan invader, And Lavana, The Dravid Savior (p. 11). The Aryans slaughtered thousands of Adidravidus (Dalit Bahjans of Elia) (p. 93). South India was occupied by the Aerians after Laverna's death. Until then, southern India was carstases until Brahmin from the north established it there. Brahmism was imposed from above in South India, i.e. external face (p. 107-108). Elia may know what Dr. Dalit Savant Avedkar said before mutating history to match his
wacky formulation. In his book Sudras, Dr. Albedocal disproved the theory of Aria invasion with sound logic. after a lengthy explanation that the caste system has nothingConcerned with the invasion of Aryan, he reaches a conclusion: 1. Vedas do not know races like Aryan races. 2. Evidence of the Vedic invasion of India by the Aryan race and the conquest of Dasas and Dayus were natives of India. (Dr. Avedkar, Author and Speech, Vol. 7, pages 74-85) Caste existed long before Manu. It is wrong that Brahmins created
the caste. Brahmin may have committed many sins, but it is beyond his ability to impose a caste system on all but Brahmin (India. Dr. Ambedkar of B Caste) Ambedkar said, Brahmin and Untouchables belong in the same race. For this reason, if Brahmin is Aerian, the untouchable is also Acharian. If Brahmin is Dravidian, the Untouchables are also Dravidian. (Dr. Ambedkar, Writings and Speeches, Vol. 7, page 302-303) Is the Arya Dravidian, Brahmin Dalit equation destroyed by Elia and not shattered by the words of his
leader? Sudras was one of the Aerian communities of the solar race. 2. There was a time when Aryan society recognized only three Varnas: Brahmin, Kshatriya, and Vaishas. 3. Sudras did not form another Varna. They were ranked as part of the Kushatriya Varna of Indo-Aryan society. 4. There was a constant feud between King Sudla and Brahmin, in which Brahmin received a lot of tyranny and anger. 5. As a result of their hatred of Sudra caused by tyranny and oppression, Brahmins refused to carry out Pupanayana of
Sudras. 6. Nupanayana's denial led Kushatriya's socially degraded Sudras to fall below vaishas' ranks and form the fourth Varna. (Dr. Ambedkar, Writings and Speeches, Vol. 7, page 11-12) According to Ambedkar, the reason for Sudras's downfall on a social scale is the oppression and humiliation they gave Brahmins. How does Elia, an ardent believer in Aumbedkar, say that 3000 Brahmism tortured us more than Hitler's gas chamber? Those who refuse to face new questions and learn new answers will perish. This
pontification is more true of Elia herself. If he has something left in him with a broad mind, there is one book for Ilia to read. The book was recently released and the author is American. The subject of this book is also Hindu dharma. Kancha Ilia asks the question Why am I not Hindu?, but David Fraurie answers through a 200-page book called How I Became a Hindu. David Frauly is more or less the same age as Ilia. If Ilia's parents were born,Caste, David's parents belonged to a dairy farm. His father is Irish and his
mother German. Like Elia's family, David's family is less educated. It was not after his education that Elia recognized the greatness of the Christian Church. But David was born into a pure Catholic and Christian family. His uncle worked as a Christian evangelist in South America. David's mother wanted her son to follow the same profession. Thus, middle-class West Americans (Wisconsin) were born Christians, and David Frauly was not happy with the Christianity he permeated since childhood. He began his intellectual
journey of studying communism, Tyrism, Zen, Buddhism, Islam, and many other schools of thought, asking questions and seeking answers, eventually reaching the conclusion that hinduism alone could withstand all tests of logic and show the way to the highest spiritual fulfilling of man. He disproves the current intellectual epidemic that the Vedas are a crude appeal by Aborigines to the forces of nature, and that the only upfani shadicism is the essence of Hinduism. He rediscovered that the depth of Hinduism originates
only in the Vedas. He was annoyed to learn Sanskrit and study the Vedas. For 20 years, he propagated the sub-limits and modernity of the American and Indian Vedic traditions. Much applause and respect for his knowledge of Hindu dharma, David eventually adopted it and was given the name VamadeBashastri. The man destined to become a Christian preacher left that religion behind, adopting a Hindu religion that so-called secularists considered superstittion and multi-theothist cesspools, but also full of inequality and
ignorance. The circumstances and influences that opened the way for this transformation were treated like pictures in a book called How I Became a Hindu. The book is drawn by The Voice of the Indian Publications, 2/18, Ansari Road, New Delhi - 110002. For a modest Rs.120/- price, the book is eye-opening to half-hearted critiques of Hinduism. Fraurie describes his journey to Hinduism as follows (p. 11-12 and 81-83) - born in the United States, traveled widely and studied most religions, and David Fraurie reaches the
conclusion that Hindu Dharma is a way-finder to the world and answers all questions. Up to that conclusion, he joined the Hindu fold and proudly declared himself Hindu. But Kancha Elia, who was born in India, grew up in a Hindu civilization and occupies a professor position at an Indian university, declares, We hate Hindu religion and brahminism still hates it more. He raves that Hindu religion destroys everything that is lofty and sober in humans. Charity and kindness are nowhere to be found in Brahmism. Brahmin and
Banyas didn't even think about the good of others. But according to him, dividing the belly of a cow open is not a himsa. Again, Everyone born in Brahmin caste should be banned.of the author of at least 100 years. Triggering an era in which hundreds of Brahmins are forced to sew footwear and clean roads is a historic necessity. Hindu temples should be captured, brahmins driven away, gold, silver and land confiscated. He is infected with the hatred of brahmin and exerts every nerve to spread the infection. Therefore,
the likes of Ilia mistake their intellectual delirium for their commitment to some cause. Only hindu dharma can save him. End
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